
 

Instant Coffee/Sugar Stick Bar Packing Machine 
 

 
 
Granule Packing Machine is suitable for pharmacy, food, household chemicals, plastic products, 
and other special industry and other loose type and inviscid granule material. Such as seeds, 
Chinese Drugs, feeding stuff, medicinal granules, Piller, monosodium glutamate, salt, sugar, soup 
blend, oat, tea, active carbon, washing powder, dryer, etc. 
 
Feature: 

 
1. High accuracy and volume flexibility help you save material and cost. 
The machine is according to the measuring cup to determine the volume for each bag, we can 
change the unit volume in a certain range by adjusting the PLC parameter and the measuring cup. 
2.  Perfect packaging effects help you gain your customer’s trust. 
The machine uses the gear principle and steps motor to ensure the automatic synchronized 
operation, like the pulling bag, filling goods, sealing, and cutter. The photoelectric eye help the 
cutter got the accurate cutting position, so the package looks nice and squared. 
3. Stable performance helps the machine enjoy long life and less trouble. 
The PLC which is like the brain of the machine was imported in Germany, Spare parts like the 
bearing, and a heating couple which is a high-frequency operation are wear-resistant. Intelligent 
temperature control system. Suitable for kinds of bag materials and low noise good performance 
clear texture. The bag former was made and polished by our craftsman who has over 30 years 
with the one complete piece of 304 stainless steel, which is smoothly not easy to rust, so 
packaging film and goods are not easy to be stuck then affect all operation. 
 
 
 



 
Parameter 

 

Packing speed 30-60 bags/min 

Measuring range 1-80ml (according to packing material change measuring cups) 

Bag size (L) 40-160, (W) 20-110mm 

Max film 220mm 

Sealing type 3/4 sides sealing  back sides sealing 

Power 1200W 

Net weight 220kg 

Voltage 220V、380V/ 50Hz、60Hz 

Packing Film Paper / PE, PP / Aluminum foil (all Heating material ) 

Overall size L800×W700×H1600mm 

 

 


